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Abstract
For a large class of random matrices A with i.i.d. entries we show that the `1-quotient
property holds with probability exponentially close to 1. In contrast to previous results,
our analysis does not require concentration of the entrywise distributions. We provide a
unied proof that recovers corresponding previous results for (sub-)Gaussian and Weibull
distributions. Our ndings generalize known results on the geometry of random polytopes,
providing lower bounds on the size of the largest Euclidean ball contained in the centrally
symmetric polytope spanned by the columns of A.
At the same time, our results establish robustness of noise-blind `1-decoders for recovering
sparse vectors x from underdetermined, noisy linear measurements y = Ax +w under the
weakest possible assumptions on the entrywise distributions that allow for recovery with
optimal sample complexity even in the noiseless case. Our analysis predicts superior robust-
ness behavior for measurement matrices with super-Gaussian entries, which we conrm by
numerical experiments.
1 Introduction
1.1 Random polytopes
Let A = (aji ) be a rectangular m × N random matrix with independent, symmetric and unit
variance entries aji and m < N , and denote by BNp the unit ball of the `p-norm in RN . In
this paper, we study the geometry of the image ABN1 under quite general assumptions on the
distribution of the entries aji . is object can be also regarded as the random polytope dened
by the absolute convex hull of the columns of A, i.e.,
ABN1 = span{±a1, . . . ,±aN },
if a1, . . . ,aN denote the columns of A.
For normally distributed aji , a result due to Gluskin and Kashin quanties the inclusion of
an Euclidean ball BN2 in ABN1 .
eorem 1 ([1, 2, 3]). If the aji are independent mean-zero, variance one Gaussian random vari-
ables, there exist constants C,D > 0 such that if N ≥ 2m,
P
(
ABN1 ⊃
√
log (eN /m)
D
BN2
)
≥ 1 − exp(−Cm). (1)
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2is statement corresponds to a lower bound on the inradius of ABN1 , i.e., the radius of the
largest Euclidean ball that is contained in the random polytope ABN1 .
Litvak et al. proved a similar result foraji that fulll a concentration property. Below ‖A‖2→2
denotes the spectral norm of a matrix A.
eorem 2 ([4], see also [5, eorem 11.21.]). If there exist constants a1,a2 > 0 such that
P(‖A‖2→2 ≥ a1
√
N ) ≤ exp(−a2N ) and if the third moments of the aji are bounded by µ, there
exist constants D(µ), C˜(a1),C(a2) > 0 and c > 0 such that if N ≥ C˜(a1)m,
P
(
ABN1 ⊃
1
D(µ)
(√
log (eN /m)BN2 ∩ BN∞
) ) ≥ 1 − c exp(−C(a2)m). (2)
An important instance of distributions fullling the assumption of the laer result are sub-
Gaussian distributions. By considering symmetric ±1 random variables aji (which are sub-
Gaussian), it can be seen that the intersection of
√
log (eN /m)BN2 with the unit cube BN∞ in the
last result is indeed necessary [6] for general sub-Gaussian distributions. In follow-up works,
corresponding results have also been obtained for matrices A with dependent entries, most no-
tably the scenario where the vertices of ABN1 are drawn uniformly from a convex body [7], [8,
Chapter 11]. Due to a close connection to log-concave measures, this model can also be seen as
a version of a concentration requirement (however, weaker than subgaussianity).
In this paper, we establish results corresponding to eorem 1 and eorem 2 for a sig-
nicantly enlarged class of random matrices A. In particular, this class includes heavy-tailed
entry-wise distributions which do not fulll strong concentration properties. Following the
arguments in [4], the resulting lower bounds on the inradius have implications on bounds of
other geometric quantities of the corresponding random polytopes such as their volume and
their mean width. ese lower bounds on the volume of random polytopes have also been used
in the context of dierential privacy [9].
1.2 e quotient property in compressive sensing
Our analysis is additionally motivated by the theory of compressive sensing, which studies the
recovery of sparse vectors from incomplete linear measurements via ecient methods such as
`1-minimization [5]. Provably optimal guarantees are available for random matrices. While
previous work has mostly considered random matrices with entries obeying strong concen-
tration properties such as Gaussian and subgaussian random random variables, it has recently
been shown that concentration is not required for sparse recovery guarantees. More precisely,
Lecue´ and Mendelson [10], see also [11], showed recovery results for random matrices with
independent, possibly heavy-tailed entries, requiring only log(N ) nite moments. eir proof
establishes the null space property via Mendelson’s small ball method [12, 13].
Our work extends this line of research and yields recovery guarantees for unknown noise
levels without requiring concentration on the entries of the measurement matrix. As observed
in [3, 6], this problem is closely connected to statements about polytope inclusions as given in
(1) and (2), respectively, which in this context are commonly referred to as quotient properties,
see Denition 4 below for a precise denition. More precisely, our results imply stable and
robust recovery for equality-constrained `1-minimization from noisy, random measurements
with heavy-tailed matrix entries without requiring an a-priori estimate of the noise level as
would be needed for standard noise-aware `1-minimization (basis pursuit denoising).
Stated formally, we seek to recover a vector x ∈ RN from noisy, underdetermined measure-
ments
y = Ax +w,
3where A ∈ Rm×N with m < N is the so-called measurement matrix and w ∈ Rm is a noise
vector. If x is s-sparse, i.e., ‖x ‖0 := #{j : x j , 0}, or approximately s-sparse in the sense that
σs (x)1 := inf{‖x − z‖1 : z ∈ RN , ‖z‖0 ≤ s}
is small, then we can hope to do so via `1-minimization
min
z∈RN
‖z‖1 subject to Az = y. (3)
In fact, if A is anm × N matrix with independent standard Gaussian N(0, 1) random variables,
m ≥ Cs log(eN /s)
and y = Ax , then with high probability the minimizer x ] of (3) coincides with x if ‖x ‖0 ≤ s and
more generally [5],
‖x − x ] ‖1 ≤ Cσ1(x)s and ‖x − x ] ‖2 ≤ Cσ1(x)s√
s
.
In the noisy case y = Ax +w with known noise bound ‖w ‖2 ≤ η, one commonly considers the
constrained `1-minimization problem
min
z∈RN
‖z‖1 subject to ‖Az − y‖2 ≤ η. (4)
For a Gaussianm × N matrix withm ≥ Cs log(eN /s), the minimizer x ] of (4) satises
‖x − x ] ‖1 ≤ Cσ1(x)s + D
√
sη and ‖x − x ] ‖2 ≤ Cσ1(x)s√
s
+ Dη. (5)
In practice, however, an accurate noise bound η may not be known. If η is an underestimation of
the true ‖w ‖2 then the so-called restricted isometry property or the robust null space property as
used in the standard proofs [5, Chapters 4, 6] are not sucient to guarantee the error bounds (5).
Ifη is an overestimation of ‖w ‖2 then the bounds (5) may be very pessimistic as they depend onη
rather on the true noise level ‖w ‖2 (see also Chapter 3 for corresponding numerical experiments).
In order to address this problem, Wojtaszczyk suggested to simply use equality-constrained
`1-minimization [3] and provided an analysis for Gaussian measurement matrices A based on
eorem 1, which was later adapted to subgaussian matrices [6] using eorem 2 and also to
Weibull matrices [14]. e resulting error bound is of the form
‖x − x ] ‖1 ≤ Cσ1(x)s + D
√
s |||w ||| and ‖x − x ] ‖2 ≤ Cσ1(x)s√
s
+ D |||w |||,
where |||w ||| is the Euclidean norm for Gaussian and Weibull matrices and an interpolation norm
between Euclidean and supremum norm for subgaussian matrices.
Similar results have been recently established in [15] for constrained `1-minimization (4),
where η is possibly underestimated, i.e., ‖w ‖2 ≥ η, see also below.
1.3 Outline and contribution of this paper
Our main contribution is twofold: Firstly, we prove a signicantly generalized version of e-
orem 1 and the Gluskin-type inclusion (1) as compared to the ones for Gaussian [1] or Weibull
[14] distributions; namely, our result only requires (independent) matrix entries to be super-
Gaussian (for the precise meaning of this concept, we refer to Denition 3), see eorem 5(b)
and Corollary 7(b). Secondly, in eorem 5(a) and Corollary 7(a), we generalize eorem 2,
4requiring only entrywise distributions with logarithmically many well-behaved moments. In
both parts of eorem 5, our results are expressed in terms of the `1-quotient property. All these
concepts and results are introduced in detail in Section 2.1.
Based on eorem 5, we provide, in Section 2.2, new robustness guarantees for noise-blind
`1-minimization for measurement matrices with quite general entrywise distributions in the
regime of optimal sample complexity m ≈ Cs log(eN /s) in eorem 8. e requirements on
the entrywise distributions match the relatively weak moment assumptions of [10] that can
be shown to be almost necessary in the regime of optimal sample complexity for sparse re-
covery even in the noiseless case. Our result covers both the case of equality-constrained `1-
minimization (cf. Remark 9) and the case of quadratically constrained `1-minimization with
underestimated noise level, as studied in [15].
Notably, we provide a unied proof strategy for our results, which covers all previous results
for matrices with independent entries, both on Gluskin-type inclusions and on the robustness
of noise-blind `1-minimization. e proofs of our results can be found in Section 4.
In Section 3, our results are complemented by numerical experiments, conrming the ro-
bustness of noise-blind `1-minimization for certain heavy-tailed measurement scenarios and
exploring the recovery properties for dierent types of noise.
1.4 Notation
In this section, we recall some of the notation we use in this paper. For N ∈ N, we write
[N ] := {k ∈ N : 1 ≤ k ≤ N }. For a vector x ∈ RN , we write ‖x ‖p =
( ∑N
j=1 |x j |p
)1/p , 1 ≤ p < ∞,
and ‖x ‖∞ = supj ∈[N ] |x j | for its `p-norm, while for a random variable X taking values a normed
vector space, we denote by ‖X ‖p =
(
E[‖X ‖p ])1/p , 1 ≤ p < ∞, its p-th moment. For 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞,
we denote the unit ball of the `p-ball in RN as BNp = {x ∈ RN : ‖x ‖p ≤ 1}. e clipped `2-
norm with parameter α is dened as ‖ · ‖(α ) := max{‖ · ‖2,α ‖ · ‖∞}. A Rademacher sequence
ϵ = (ϵi )i ∈[N ] is a sequence of independent random variables ϵi taking the values −1 and +1 with
equal probability.
2 Main results
We rst state the results about the quotient property and its implication for the geometry of the
polytope spanned by the columns of a random matrix. We distinguish two types of assumptions
on the entrywise distributions its entries.
Denition 3. Let X be a random variable with E[X ] = 0 and unit variance (so that ‖X ‖L2 = 1).
1. X is called a super-Gaussian variable with parameter σ > 0 if there exists σ > 0 such that
P(|σд | > t) ≤ P(|X | > t) (6)
for all t > 0, where д is a standard normal random variable.
2. X is said to fulll the weak moment assumption of order k with constants κ1 and γ ≥ 1/2
if
‖X ‖Lp ≤ κ1pγ for all 4 ≤ p ≤ k .
2.1 otient properties and polytope geometry
e `1-quotient property as given in the following denition is a main object of our studies.
Denition 4 ([14, 3]). A matrix A ∈ Rm×N is said to possess the `1-quotient property with
constant d relative to a norm ‖ · ‖ on Rm if, for allw ∈ Rm , there exists u ∈ RN such that
Au = w and ‖u‖1 ≤ ds1/2∗ ‖w ‖,
with s∗ =m/log(eN /m).
5We proceed to our main theoretical result. We note that the assumption of identical distri-
butions can be relaxed, but for simplicity we present the theorem under this assumption.
eorem 5. LetA = (aji ) be anm×N random matrix with independent symmetric, unit variance
entries aji ∼ X for all j ∈ [m], i ∈ [N ].
(a) If X fullls the weak moment assumption of order max{4, log(m)} with constants κ1 and
γ ≥ 1/2, then there exist an absolute constant c0 and constants C˜ and D such that if m is
large enough such that 4 e4γ c20κ21 log(m) ≤ m, then with probability at least 1− 2 exp(−2m),
the matrix 1√
m
A fullls the `1-quotient property with constant D relative to the clipped `2-
norm ‖ · ‖(
√
log(eN /m)) := max{‖ · ‖2,
√
log(eN /m)‖ · ‖∞} for N ≥ max
{
C˜m, log2γ−1(m)}.
(b) If X is super-Gaussian with parameter 0 < σ ≤ 1, there exist constants C˜ and D (depending
on σ ) such that with probability at least 1−2 exp(−2m), 1√
m
A fullls the `1-quotient property
with constant D relative to the `2-norm for N ≥ C˜m.
Remark 6. 1. In the rst statement of eorem 5, the constants D and C˜ depend on κ1 and γ .
In particular, D can be chosen as
D = 8 e−1
√
1 + (9 + 8γ ) log(4) + 8 log(κ1) . √γ +
√
log(κ1)
and C˜ as C˜ = 4
5+8γ
34 e κ
8
1 .
2. e proof given of the second statement works for the constants C˜ = 642c−21 e
c2
16σ 2 , c−11 = 10,
c2 = 5220 and
D = 8 e1/2
√
1 + 2 log(64) + 2 log(c−11 ) +
c2
16σ 2 . 1 + σ
−1,
which depend on the super-Gaussian parameter σ .
We note that in both cases, it was not our objective to nd the best possible constants C˜ and D.
By considering the case of cm < N < C˜m with much smaller c than C˜ separately and analyzing
the smallest singular value of B, the range of validity of the theorem can be extended considerably,
cf. also [5, eorem 11.19]. For lower bounding the least singular values under the present random
models, results as in [13] are useful tools.
As mentioned before, the `1-quotient property is closely linked to the geometry of ABN1 ,
which is the polytope dened by the absolute convex hull of the columns of A. We obtain the
following corollary by rewriting the denition of the `1-quotient property, see, e.g., [5, Chapter
11].
Corollary 7. LetA = (aji ) be anm×N randommatrix with independent symmetric, unit variance
entries aji ∼ X for all j ∈ [m], i ∈ [N ].
(a) If X fullls the weak moment assumption of order max{4, log(m)} with constants κ1 and
γ ≥ 1/2, then there exist an absolute constant c0 and constants C˜ and D such that if m is
large enough such that 4 e4γ c20κ21 log(m) ≤ m and if N ≥ max
{
C˜m, log2γ−1(m)},
P
(
ABN1 ⊃
1
D
(√
log (eN /m)BN2 ∩ BN∞
) ) ≥ 1 − 2 exp(−2m).
(b) If X is super-Gaussian with parameter 0 < σ ≤ 1, there exist constants C˜ and D (depending
on σ ) such that for everym,N satisfying N ≥ C˜m, one has
P
(
ABN1 ⊃
1
D
√
log (eN /m)BN2
)
≥ 1 − 2 exp(−2m).
62.2 Robustness of noise-blind compressed sensing
We will use eorem 5 to study the the robustness of the reconstruction map ∆1 given by
equality-constrained `1-minimization
∆1(y) := arg min
z∈RN
‖z‖1 subject to Az = y, (7)
where A ∈ Rm×N for m < N and when noise on the measurements Ax of a sparse or approxi-
mately sparse vector x ∈ RN is present, i.e., if y = Ax + w with some arbitrary w ∈ Rm . Our
goal is to quantify, for 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, the `p-error ‖∆1(y) − x ‖`p of the reconstruction map ∆1(y) to
x . We call the decoder ∆1(y) noise-blind since it does not use any information about the noise
w .
Furthermore, a more canonical reconstruction algorithm in case of noisy observations (w ,
0) is the convex program called quadratically constrained `1-minimization
∆1,η(y) := arg min
z∈RN
‖z‖1 subject to ‖Az − y‖2 ≤ η (8)
for some η > 0. e parameter η can be chosen in a noise-aware manner such that ‖w ‖2 ≤ η,
using oracle information about the `2-norm of the noise w , and error bounds such as (5) have
been shown by using a restricted isometry property or robust null space property of A in this
case, without the need of using quotient properties.
In the next theorem, we derive error bounds for ∆1(y) and for ∆1,η(y) in the case of un-
derestimated noise level such that η < ‖w ‖2. e laer was rst studied in [15]. e theorem
provides robustness results for measurement matrices drawn from a wide range of i.i.d. entry-
wise distributions with high probability.
eorem 8. Letm ≤ N , let B = (bji ) be anm × N random matrix with independent symmetric,
unit variance entries bji ∼ X for all j ∈ [m], i ∈ [N ] and A := 1√mB. For s ∈ N, let σs (x)1 :=
inf{‖x − z‖1 : z ∈ RN , ‖z‖0 ≤ s} be the `1-error of the best s-term approximation of x ∈ Rm .
Assume η ≥ 0.
(a) Assume thatX fullls the weak moment assumption of order max{4, log(N )} with constants
κ1 and γ ≥ 12 . en there exist constants c˜1, c˜2, c˜3, C˜,C,D,E > 0 depending only on κ1 and γ
such that if
N ≥ C˜m, m ≥ c˜3 logmax{2γ−1,1}(N ) and s ≤ c˜2s∗ := c˜2 mlog(eN /m) ,
with probability at least 1 − 3 exp(−c˜1m), the solution of the `1-minimization decoder ∆1,η
given the measurement matrix A and data vector y = Ax +w fullls the `p -error estimates
‖x − ∆1,η(Ax +w)‖p
≤ C
s1−1/p
σs (x)1 + s1/p−1/2∗
(
Dη + E
‖w ‖(
√
log eN /m)
‖w ‖2 max{‖w ‖2 − η, 0}
)
for 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, for all x ∈ RN and allw ∈ Rm , where we recall that
‖ · ‖(
√
log(eN /m)) := max{‖ · ‖2,
√
log(eN /m)‖ · ‖∞}.
(b) If X fullls the weak moment assumption of order max{4, log(N )} with constants κ1 and
γ ≥ 12 and if X is additionally super-Gaussian with parameter 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1, then there exist
constants c˜1, c˜2, C˜,C,D,E > 0 depending only on κ1, γ and σ such that if
N ≥ C˜m, m ≥ logmax{2γ−1,1}(N ) and s ≤ c˜2s∗ := c˜2 mlog(eN /m) ,
7with probability at least 1−3 exp(−c˜1m), the solution of the equality-constrained `1-minimization
problem ∆1(Ax +w) fullls the `p -error estimates
‖x − ∆1,η(Ax +w)‖p ≤ C
s1−1/p
σs (x)1 + s1/p−1/2∗
(
Dη + E max{‖w ‖2 − η, 0}
)
for 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, and for all x ∈ RN ,w ∈ Rm .
Remark 9. We point out that robust recovery guarantees of eorem 8 can be specied for the
noise-blind equality-constrained `1-minimization
∆1,0(y) = ∆1(y) = arg min
z∈RN
‖z‖1 subject to Az = y
such that for all 1 ≤ p ≤ 2,
‖x − ∆1(Ax +w)‖p ≤ C
s1−1/p
σs (x)1 + s1/p−1/2∗ E‖w ‖(
√
log eN /m)
and
‖x − ∆1,η(Ax +w)‖p ≤ C
s1−1/p
σs (x)1 + s1/p−1/2∗ E‖w ‖2
for all x ∈ RN andw ∈ Rm in the rst and second part of the theorem, respectively.
is means that the existing robust recovery guarantees for this decoder using matrices with
i.i.d. sub-Gaussian [5, eorem 11.10], Gaussian [5, eorem 11.9] and Weibull [14, eorem 11]
random variables can be considered as special cases of the theorem.
To show eorem 8, we combine existing results about the robust null space property of
matrices with i.i.d. entries drawn from distributions fullling weak moment assumptions [11, 10]
together with eorem 5.
Next, we illustrate the generality of the assumptions of eorems 8 and 5 by enumerating
random models which are covered by our theorem, but which mostly have not been covered by
the robustness analyses of [4, 3, 14].
Example 10. Let A be a real random matrix with i.i.d. entries Aji = 1√m
Bji
‖Bji ‖L2 , j ∈ [m], i ∈ [N ].
(i) Assume that the Bji are distributed as Xγ , where Xγ is aψ 1
γ
-random variable with the same
distribution as sign(д)|д |2γ , where д is a standard normal variable and γ > 0. en, Xγ is of
exponential type, i.e., has a probability density function of p(x) = c1 e−
|x |
1
γ
c2 . If 1/2 ≤ γ ≤ 1,
the assumptions of the second part of eorem 8 apply, cf. [11, Example V.4]. In particular,
the Bji/‖Bji ‖L2 are super-Gaussian with a parameter σ ≥ 12 . We note that the special cases
γ = 12 and γ = 1 have been covered already by the existing theory, in the laer case by [14],
but not for 1/2 < γ < 1.
Forγ > 1, the theorem still applies asXγ is super-Gaussian with parameter σ ≥ 12 , but with a
worse upper bound c˜2(γ ) mlog(eN /m) on the sparsity, where c˜2(γ ) depends on γ , cf. [11, Example
V.4].
(ii) Let d ∈ N. If the Bji are distributed as Student-t variables Xd with d degrees of freedom,
they are (aer normalization) super-Gaussian with some parameter σ ≥ 12 as well, so that
eorem 5(b) applies. If additionally d ≥ 2 log(N ), then also eorem 8.2 applies.
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Figure 1: y-axis: Reconstruction errors ‖x̂−x0‖2 from measurementsy = Ax0+w ,w is a random
spherical noise vector with ‖w ‖2 = 10−2, for dierent measurement matrices A.
x-axis: number of rows ofm.
(iii) If the Bji are distributed as a symmetric Weibull variable Xr with exponent 1 ≤ r ≤ 2,
recovery guarantees or equality-constrained `1-minimization that are robust relative to the
`2-norm have been shown in the optimal regime ofm already in [14]. Since the normalized
symmetric Weibull variables Bji/‖Bji ‖L2 are super-Gaussian with parameter σ ≥ 12 for all
1 ≤ r ≤ 2, eorem 5(b) applies also here.
Interestingly, comparing the two parts of eorem 8, we see that our analysis suggests that
the robustness properties of equality-constrained `1-minimization ∆1 with measurement matri-
cesAwith entries drawn from many super-Gaussian distributions are asymptotically beer than
the ones of measurement matrices whose entries are drawn from certain sub-Gaussian, bounded
distributions as the Rademacher distribution with random signs.
3 Numerical experiments
In this section, we show in a case study that the results of eorem 8 give an appropriate expla-
nation of the empirical robustness behavior of dierent measurement matrices. In particular, we
consider three types of measurement matrices: random matrices with i.i.d. Gaussian, Bernoulli
and Student-t entries. e presented numerical experiments have been conducted using MAT-
LAB R2017b on a MacBook Pro with a 2.3 GHz Intel Core i5 processor. e convex optimization
problems of our experiments are solved using the CVX package [16].
3.1 Behavior under spherical noise
In our rst experiment, we perform simulations for the reconstruction of a s-sparse vector x0 ∈
RN with ‖x0‖2 = 1 from measurements y = Ax0 +w which are perturbed by a random vector
w ∈ Rm that is drawn from the uniform distribution on the sphere of radius ‖w ‖2 = 10−2. To
obtain our reconstruction result x̂ , we use equality-constrained `1-minimization (7) as dened
9by ∆1(y) and quadratically constrained `1-minimization (8)
∆1,η(y) := arg min
z∈RN
‖z‖1 subject to ‖Az − y‖2 ≤ η,
where the noise level estimate η is chosen such that η ∈ {‖w ‖2, 2‖w ‖2, 0.5‖w ‖2}, i.e., the noise
level ‖w ‖2 is either estimated accurately or over- or underestimated by a factor of two. e
support S of x0 is drawn uniformly among the
(N
s
)
possibilities, and the non-zero coordinates
are drawn uniformly on the sphere SS−1 = {x ∈ RN : ‖x ‖2 = 1, supp(x) ⊂ S}.
In Figure 1, the resulting recovery `2-errors ‖x̂ −x0‖2 can be observed for the three dierent
random models (in case of Student-t measurements, k = 9 degrees of freedoms were used) for
the measurement matrix A mentioned above, where the parameters were chosen as N = 5000,
s = 10 andm ∈ {dkN /20e,k = 1, . . . , 14}. e reported errors are averaged over 500 runs of the
simulation.
We notice that in the experiment, the recovery error of the equality-constrained algorithm
(7) is comparable to the one of quadratically constrained `1-minimization (8) with correctly
estimated or underestimated noise level η ∈ {‖w ‖2, 0.5‖w ‖2}, if A has a small number of rows
m ≤ 500. For larger m, the robustness of (8) improves further if η = ‖w ‖2, whereas it stagnates
for underestimated noise of η = 0.5‖w ‖2 and it deteriorates slightly for (7).
It can be also observed that an overestimation of the noise level such that η = 2‖w ‖2 in (8)
leads to a signicantly worse reconstruction error ‖x̂ − x0‖2 than for all the other methods, for
all the considered number of measurementsm.
Importantly, we observe that the robustness behavior of the algorithms does not depend on
the choice of Gaussian, Bernoulli or Student-t measurement matrices in this case of presence of
spherical noise.
is is precisely in accordance to the result of eorem 8: Bernoulli variables X fulll the
assumptions of the rst part of the theorem, but not of the second part, since they are sub-
Gaussian. On the other hand, Gaussian and Student-t variables (with a sucient number of
degrees of freedom) fulll the assumptions for the stronger statement of eorem 8.2. In general,
Bernoulli measurement matrices entail the weaker statement predicting a reconstruction error
of
‖x − ∆1(y)‖2 ≤ D‖w ‖(
√
log eN /m)
with a constant D for equality-constrained `1-minimization. For spherical noise, though, this
coincides with the statement of eorem 8.2, since ‖w ‖(
√
log eN /m) = ‖w ‖2 with high probability
under this noise model.
3.2 Behavior under heavy-tailed noise
Next, instead of uniform spherical noise, we consider more heavy-tailed noise such that w =
10−2 w˜‖w˜ ‖2 ∈ Rm , where (w˜)i are i.i.d. ψα random variables for the parameter α = 0.2, cf. also
Example 10.(i). Such a noise has most of its mass in just few coordinates, and the size of its
largest entry ‖w ‖∞ is comparable to its `2-norm ‖w ‖2, i.e. ‖w ‖∞ ≈ ‖w ‖2 = 10−2 with high
probability.
In this case, the conclusions about the recovery accuracy of equality-constrained `1-
minimization (7) that can be drawn from eorem 8.1 and eorem 8.2 predict a beer behavior
of Gaussian and Student-t measurements than for Bernoulli measurements, in particular for
m  N : Since then
‖w ‖(
√
log eN /m) =
√
log eN /m · ‖w ‖∞ ≈
√
log eN /m · ‖w ‖2 =
√
log eN /m · 10−2
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Figure 2: y-axis: Reconstruction errors ‖x̂−x0‖2 from measurementsy = Ax0+w ,w = 10−2 · w˜‖w˜ ‖2
where the entries of w˜ are i.i.d. ψ0.2 random variables, for dierent measurement matrices A.
x-axis: number of rows ofm.
with high probability, eorem 8 predicts a reconstruction error of
‖x − ∆1(y)‖2 ≤ D ·
√
log eN
m
· 10−2
for Bernoulli measurements, but a reconstruction error of
‖x − ∆1(y)‖2 ≤ D · 10−2
for the two other, more heavy-tailed measurement models (here, D is some constant).
ese predictions can be well conrmed in the experiment illustrated in Figure 2, repeating
the experiment from Section 3.1 for this dierent, heavy-tailed noise model: Unlike before, the
reconstruction error of equality-constrained `1-minimization (7) for Bernoulli matrices is now
consistently worse than for the Gaussian and Student-t measurement matrices if m  N , i.e.,
if m = 250, . . . , 2000. It is interesting to note that equality-constrained `1-minimization with
Student-t matrices (with k = dlog(N )e = 9 degrees of freedom) is even slightly more robust
than in the case that Gaussian matrices are used, especially ifm is small.
On the other hand, the relative performance of Student-t measurements is worse than the
one of Gaussian measurements if the noise-aware quadratically constrained `1-minimization (8)
is used as a reconstruction algorithm.
As for spherical noise, we also note here that overestimating the noise level by a factor of
two (η = 2 · ‖w ‖2) in 8 leads to worse reconstructions than the noise-blind usage of (7).
We want to stress two conclusions from these experiments:
• e noise-blind reconstruction algorithm (7) is at least as robust in presence of certain
heavy-tailed measurement matrices as in the case of Gaussian measurement matrices,
especially if the measurement matrix has few rowsm.
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• While a very precise choice in the noise level estimate η of (8) leads to beer reconstruc-
tions than using the noise-blind variant (7), the reconstructions deteriorate quickly once
η is chosen as an overestimate of the actual noise level. In this sense, it is preferred to
choose an underestimated η or even η = 0 (resulting again in (7)) in situations where
there is lile a priori knowledge about the noise w .
4 Proof of the `1-quotient property and of the robustness of noise-blind
`1-minimization
In this section, we provide proofs of eorem 5 and eorem 8. As a rst step, we provide
characterizations of the clipped `2-norm ‖y‖(α ) = max{‖y‖2,α ‖y‖∞} of a vector y ∈ Rm for
α ≥ 1 and also of its dual norm ‖ · ‖(α )∗ in some preliminary lemmas. A sucient condition
for a matrix to A to fulll the `1-quotient property relative to a general norm is provided in
Lemma 14. en, we present probabilistic arguments for this condition relative to clipped norms
using results derived from Mendelson’s small ball method [12, 13, 11] by bounding appropriate
quantities related to the distribution in question, which constitutes the main part of the proof.
4.1 Preliminary lemmas
Recall that for α ≥ 1, we dened the clipped `2-norm with parameter α of y ∈ Rm as
‖y‖(α ) := max{‖y‖2,α ‖y‖∞}.
We will use the following two lemmas about its dual norm ‖y‖(α )∗ = sup‖z ‖(α )≤1 |〈x , z〉| that can
be found in [5, Lemma 11.22] and [17, Lemma 2]. ey provide an explicit formula for ‖ · ‖(α )∗
and compare it with the norm ‖ · ‖α 2,† dened below, whose advantage will become clear later
on.
Lemma 11. Let T := T (y) := {i ∈ [m] : α |yi | ≤ ‖y‖2} and
T c =
{
i ∈ [m] : |yi | > 1α ‖y‖2
}
.
en
‖y‖(α )∗ = ‖yT ‖2 +
1
α
‖yT c ‖1 (9)
for all y ∈ Rm .
Lemma 12. Assume α2 is an integer. en the dual norm ‖ · ‖(α )∗ of ‖ · ‖(α ) is comparable with the
norm ‖ · ‖α 2,† dened by
‖y‖α 2,† := max

α 2∑`
=1
‖yB` ‖2,B1, . . . ,Bα 2 form a partition of [m]
 (10)
in the sense that
1
α
‖y‖α 2,† ≤ ‖y‖(α )∗ ≤
√
2
α
‖y‖α 2,†
for all y ∈ Rm .
We note that for α = 1, the clipped norm and its dual norm reduce to the `2-norm since
‖y‖∞ ≤ ‖y‖2, i.e., ‖y‖(α ) = ‖y‖2 = ‖y‖(α )∗ for all y ∈ Rm if α = 1.
e following two lemmas provide a reformulation of the `1-quotient property relative to a
norm ‖ · ‖, which will be more convenient to analyze.
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Lemma 13 ([5, Lemma 11.17]). A matrix A ∈ Rm×N has the `1-quotient property with constant
d relative to ‖ · ‖ if and only if
‖w ‖∗ ≤ ds1/2∗ ‖A∗w ‖∞ for allw ∈ Rm ,
where s∗ =m/log(eN /m).
Lemma 14. Let A = (aji ) ∈ Rm×N be a matrix with columns ai ∈ Rm , i ∈ [N ] and q = log(N ). If
inf
w ∈S ‖·‖∗
(
1
N
N∑
i=1
|〈ai ,w〉|q
)1/q
≥ 1
D
√
log
(eN
m
)
, (11)
where S ‖ · ‖∗ = {w ∈ Rm : ‖w ‖∗ = 1} is the unit sphere of the dual norm ‖ · ‖∗ of some norm ‖ · ‖,
then 1√
m
A fullls the `1-quotient property with constant D relative to the norm ‖ · ‖.
Proof. Let w ∈ Rm . en with q = log(N ),
( 1√
m
A
)∗
w
∞ ≥ 1e√m ‖A∗e ‖logN = 1e√m
(
N∑
i=1
|〈ai ,w〉|q
)1/q
=
1√
m
(
1
N
N∑
i=1
|〈ai ,w〉|q
)1/q
,
as N 1/q = N 1/log(N ) = e. It follows from Lemma 13 that the `1-quotient property of 1√mA with
constant D relative to the norm ‖ · ‖ is implied by
‖A∗w ‖∞ ≥ 1
D
√
log(eN /m)‖w ‖∗ for all w ∈ Rm ,
where ‖ · ‖∗ is the dual norm of the norm ‖ · ‖. is implies that(
1
N
N∑
i=1
|〈ai ,w〉|q
)1/q
≥ 1
D
√
log(eN /m)‖w ‖∗ for all w ∈ Rm
is a sucient condition for the assertion of the lemma.

4.2 Application of the small-ball method
e following result due to [11, Lemma III.1] and [13, eorem 1.5] will be used to show the
sucient condition of Lemma 14.
Lemma 15. Let 1 ≤ q < ∞, let S ⊂ Rm be a set and b1, . . . ,bN be i.i.d. copies of a random vector
b in Rm . For u > 0, dene
QS (u) := inf
w ∈S
P(|〈b,w〉| ≥ u)
and
RN (S) := E
[
sup
w ∈S
 1N N∑i=1 ϵi 〈bi ,w〉

]
, (12)
where (ϵi )i ∈[N ] is a Rademacher sequence that is independent from (bi ). en, for t > 0, with
probability at least 1 − 2e−2t 2 ,
inf
w ∈S
1
N
N∑
i=1
|〈bi ,w〉|q ≥ uq
(
QS (2u) − 4
u
RN (S) − t√
N
)
. (13)
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To prove our main results, Lemma 15 is used by choosing the set S = S ‖ · ‖
(β )
∗ , where S ‖ · ‖
(β )
∗ is
the unit sphere of the dual of the clipped norm with β =
√
c1 log
( eN
m
)
and β = 1, respectively,
and c1 > 0 being an absolute constant. We show the following lemma.
Lemma 16. Let b1, . . . ,bN be distributed as i.i.d. vectors in Rm with independent entries bi j ∼ X ,
where X is a variable such that ‖X ‖L2 = 1. Let S ‖ · ‖
(α )
∗ = {w ∈ Rm | ‖w ‖(α )∗ = 1} be the unit sphere
of the norm ‖ · ‖(α )∗ for α ≥ 1.
1. If α = 1, then the complexity parameter RN (S ‖ · ‖
(α )
∗ ) from (12) fullls
RN (S ‖ · ‖
(α )
∗ ) = RN (S ‖ · ‖2) ≤
√
m
N
.
2. Assume α > 1. If X fullls the weak moment assumption of order max{4, log(m)} with
constants κ1 and γ and if N ≥ (log(m))2γ−1, then the complexity parameter RN (S ‖ · ‖
(α )
∗ )
from (12) fullls
RN (S ‖ · ‖
(α )
∗ ) ≤ 1√
N
(√
m + α e2γ c0κ1
√
log(m))
for an absolute constant c0 > 0.
Proof. Let h := 1√
N
∑N
i=1 ϵibi , where (ϵi )mi=1 is a Rademacher sequence independent of (bi ). en
we obtain
RN (B ‖ · ‖
(α )
∗ ) = E
 supw ∈B ‖·‖(α )∗
 〈w, 1
N
N∑
i=1
ϵibi
〉  = E

 1N N∑i=1 ϵibi
(α )
=
1√
N
E[‖h‖(α )] = 1√
N
E [max{‖h‖2,α ‖h‖∞}] ,
(14)
using the denition of fact that ‖ · ‖(α )∗∗ = ‖ · ‖(α ), i.e., that the dual norm of ‖ · ‖(α )∗ is again the
original norm ‖ · ‖(α ) in the second equality.
Furthermore, using Jensen’s inequality, we estimate
E
[‖h‖2] = 1√
N
E
[
‖
N∑
i=1
ϵibi ‖2
]
≤ 1√
N
E
[
‖
N∑
i=1
ϵibi ‖22
]1/2
=
1√
N
(
Eb
[
Eϵ
[ N∑
i,k=1
m∑
j=1
ϵiϵkbi jbk j
] ] )1/2
=
1√
N
(
Eb
[ N∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
bi jbi j
] )1/2
=
√
Nm√
N
(E |X |2)1/2 = √m,
since ‖X ‖L2 = (E |X |2)1/2 = 1 by assumption. Assuming that α = 1, this shows the rst state-
ment, since ‖h‖∞ ≤ ‖h‖2 and therefore
RN (B ‖ · ‖
(α )
∗ ) = 1√
N
E
[‖h‖2] ≤ √m
N
.
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To upper bound (14) for α > 1, we calculate, using the notation hj = 1√N
∑N
i=1 ϵibi j for the j-th
entry of h, that for q = log(m)
E[‖h‖∞]q = E
[ mmax
j=1
|hj |
]q ≤ E [‖h‖`q ]q = E [( m∑
j=1
|hj |q
)1/q ]q ≤ E [ m∑
j=1
|hj |q
]
=
m∑
j=1
E
[|hj |q ] =m E [( 1√
N
N∑
i=1
ϵibi1
)q ]
,
where the last inequality holds since the components of (∑Ni=1 ϵibi j )mj=1 are identically dis-
tributed. Since the independent random variables (ϵibi1)Ni=1 are mean-zero and since they fulll
the weak moment assumption of order log(m) moments with constants κ1 and γ , the statement
of [10, Lemma 2.8.] implies that there exists a constant c0 > 0 such that
E[‖h‖∞]q ≤ m(c0e2γ−1κ1√q)q
with q = log(m) if N ≥ (log(m))2γ−1. erefore
E[‖h‖∞] ≤ m
1
log(m)c0e2γ−1κ1
√
log(m) = c0e2γκ1
√
log(m), (15)
and inserting this into (14), we obtain
RN (B ‖ · ‖
(α )
∗ ) = 1√
N
E [max{‖h‖2,α ‖h‖∞}] ≤ 1√
N
(E[‖h‖2] + α E[‖h‖∞])
≤
√
m√
N
+ e2γ c0κ1
α
√
log(m)√
N
,
which concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 16 will be helpful to upper bound the term (12) in (13). To achieve a meaningful
lower bound of the tail parameter QS (u) in Lemma 15, we will use our next result in Lemma 18
providing a rotation invariant lower bound for super-Gaussian random vectors.
It makes use of the following result by Montgomery-Smith about the distribution of
Rademacher sums.
Lemma 17 ([17]). ere exists a constant c > 0 such that for all x ∈ Rm with ‖x ‖2 = 1 and α > 0,
we have
P
(
〈ϵ,y〉 > α ‖y‖(α )∗
)
≤ e−α 2/2
and
P
(
〈ϵ,y〉 > α
c
‖y‖(α )∗
)
≥ c−1 e−cα 2
where ϵ = (ϵ1, . . . , ϵm) is a vector of i.i.d. Rademacher variables. e constant can be chosen as
c = 4 log(12).
Lemma 18. Assume that b = (b1, . . . ,bm) is a random vector in Rm with i.i.d. entries distributed
as a symmetric, unit variance random variable X that is super-Gaussian with parameter σ .
en there exist absolute constants c1, c2 > 0 such that
P
( |〈b,w〉| > u) > c1 e− c2u22σ 2
for all u ≥ σ4 and allw ∈ Rm such that ‖w ‖2 = 1.
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Proof. Let t > 0. Due to symmetry of the random variables bi , i ∈ [m], we can write bi = ϵ ′i |bi |,
where ϵ ′ = (ϵ ′i ) is a Rademacher vector independent of (|bi |). By conditioning on {|bi |}mi=1, we
obtain
P
( |〈b,w〉| > t ) = E [P ( m∑
i=1
ϵ ′i |bi |wi
 > t {|bi |}mi=1)]
= E
[
P
( m∑
i=1
ϵ ′i signwi |bi | |wi |
 > t {|bi |}mi=1)]
= E
[
P
( m∑
i=1
ϵi |bi | |wi |
 > t {|bi |}mi=1)] ,
where ϵ = (ϵi )i ∈[m] is again a Rademacher vector independent of (|bi |)i ∈[m]. For r , t , f > 0, we
dene the events
E |b |r,t,f :=
{
t f ‖|b |  |w |‖(t f )∗ ≥
t
r
}
and E |д |r,t,f :=
{
t f ‖|д |  |w |‖(t f )∗ ≥
t
r
}
using the dual of the clipped norm of (9), where д = (д1, . . . ,дm) is a vector of standard normal
i.i.d. entries and |b |  |w | = (|bi | |wi |)mi=1 the entrywise product of the vectors |b | and |w |. en
P
( |〈b,w〉| > t )
= E
[
P
( m∑
i=1
ϵi |bi | |wi |
 > t E |b |r,t,f , {|bi |}mi=1) P(E |b |r,t,f | {|bi |}mi=1){|bi |}mi=1)]
+ E
[
P
( m∑
i=1
ϵi |bi | |wi |
 > t  (E |b |r,t,f )c , {|bi |}mi=1) P((E |b |r,t,f )c | {|bi |}mi=1){|bi |}mi=1)]
≥ E
[
E
[
P
( m∑
i=1
ϵi |bi | |wi |
 > t E |b |r,t,f , {|bi |}mi=1) · 1E |b |r ,t, f {|bi |}mi=1]
]
≥ E
[
E
[
P
( m∑
i=1
ϵi |bi | |wi |
 > rt f ‖|b |  |w |‖(t f )∗ E |b |r,t,f , {|bi |}mi=1) · 1E |b |r ,t, f {|bi |}mi=1]
]
It follows from Lemma 17 that if we choose r = (4 log(12))−1, then
P
( |〈b,w〉| > t ) ≥ r e− t2f 2r E [E [1E |b |r ,t, f {|bi |}mi=1] ]
= r e−
t2f 2
r P
(
rt f ‖|b |  |w |‖(t f )∗ ≥ t
)
.
(16)
Since the bi are independent, symmetric, unit variance random variables that fulll the super-
Gaussian assumption (6) for all i ∈ [m], we know that there exists a constant σ > 0 and inde-
pendent standard normal random variables (дi )i ∈[m] that depend on bi for i ∈ [m], such that
|bi | ≥ |σдi | almost surely.
erefore, since |wi | ≥ 0 for all i ∈ [m], it holds that
P
(
rt f ‖|b |  |w |‖(t f )∗ ≥ t
) ≥ P (σrt f ‖|д |  |w |‖(t f )∗ ≥ t )
with the random vector |д | = (|дi |)i ∈[m]. Next, we claim that
P(E |д |σ r,t,f ) = P
(
σrt f ‖|д |  |w |‖(t f )∗ ≥ t
) ≥ e− 125t2σ 2 for all t ≥ t0 := 1/4. (17)
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On the contrary, suppose that this statement does not hold, i.e., that there exists some t ≥ 14
such that
P
(
σrt f ‖|д |  |w |‖(t f )∗ ≥ t
)
< e−
125t2
σ 2 . (18)
Due to the rst statement of Lemma 17 and since the distributions of 〈д, |w |〉 and ∑mi=1 ϵi |дi | |wi |
coincide if (ϵi )i ∈[m] is a Rademacher vector which is independent of (|дi |)i ∈[m], we see that
P
( |〈д, |w |〉 | > t f ‖|д |  |w |‖(t f )∗ (E |д |σ r,t,f )c )
= E
[
P
( m∑
i=1
ϵi |дi | |wi |
 > t f ‖|д |  |w |‖(t f )∗ (E |д |σ r,t,f )c , {|дi |}mi=1) (E |д |σ r,t,f )c ] ≤ e− t2f 22 . (19)
Furthermore, by the conditioning on the event (E |д |σ r,t,f )c =
{
t f ‖|д |w ‖(t f )∗ < tσ r
}
, it follows that
P
( |〈д, |w |〉 | > t f ‖|д |  |w |‖(t f )∗ (E |д |σ r,t,f )c ) ≥ P ( |〈д, |w |〉 | > tσr (E |д |σ r,t,f )c )
= P((E |д |σ r,t,f )c )−1
[
P
(
|〈д, |w |〉 | > t
σr
)
− P ({ |〈д, |w |〉 | > t
σr
}
∩ E |д |σ r,t,f
) ]
≥ P((E |д |σ r,t,f )c )−1
[
P
(
|〈д, |w |〉 | > t
σr
)
− P (E |д |σ r,t,f ) ]
≥
[
P
(
|〈д, |w |〉 | > t
σr
)
− P (E |д |σ r,t,f ) ] ≥ e− 112t2σ 2 −P (E |д |σ r,t,f )
for all t ≥ 14 , where we use the lower bound of the Gaussian integral
P
(
|〈д, |w |〉 | > t
σr
)
= P
(
|д1 | > t
σr
)
≥
√
2
pi
∫ (C+1)t
σ r
t
σ r
e−x 2/2 dx ≥
√
2
pi
Ct
σr
e−
(C+1)2t2
2σ 2r 2 ≥ e− 112t
2
σ 2
in the last inequality, which is true for all t ≥ 14 if r = (4 log(12))−1 and C = 4σr
√pi
2 . A
combination with (18) and (19) yields
e−
t2f 2
2 > e−
112t2
σ 2 − e− 125t
2
σ 2 .
Finally, this leads to a contradiction for f =
√
250
σ , r = (4 log(12))−1 if t ≥ σ4 , since then the right
hand side is strictly larger than e−
t2f 2
2 = e−
125t2
σ 2 . is shows statement (17).
Inserting (17) into (16), we see that
P
( |〈b,w〉| > t ) ≥ r e− t2f 2r e− 125t2σ 2 = r e− t22 (2·250 1σ 2r + 2·125σ 2 )
for all r ≥ σ/4, which concludes the assertion of the lemma with the constants u0 = σ/4,
c1 =
1
4 log(12) ≈ 110 and c2 = 2000 log(12) + 250 ≈ 5220. 
We note that the proof of the rst part of the following lemma is similar to [4, Lemma 4.3].
Lemma 19. Assume that b is a random vector in Rm with i.i.d. entries distributed as a symmetric,
unit variance random variable X .
1. If X fullls the weak moment assumption of order 4 with constants γ and κ1, then
Q
S ‖·‖
(β )
∗
(1
4
√
log(eN /m)
log(eC)
)
:= inf
w ∈S ‖·‖(β )∗
P
(
|〈b,w〉| ≥ 14
√
log(eN /m)
log(eC)
)
≥ 64
√
m
N
for β =
√
log
( eN
m
)/√log(eC) if N ≥ Cm, where C := 45+8γ34 e κ81 .
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2. If X is super-Gaussian with parameter 0 < σ ≤ 1, then
Q
S ‖·‖
(1)
∗
(1
4
√
log(eN /m)
log(eC)
)
≥ 64
√
m
N
if N ≥ Cm with C := 642c−21 e
c2
16σ 2 , where c1 and c2 are the constants from Lemma 18.
Proof. For β ≥ 1 and u > 0, we aim at nding a lower bound for Q
S ‖·‖
(β )
∗
(2u). Let w ∈ Rm . It
is clear from the denition of the clipped norm that α1 ≤ α2 implies ‖w ‖(α1) ≤ ‖w ‖(α2) for all
w ∈ Rm . It follows by duality that α1 ≤ α2 implies ‖w ‖(α1)∗ ≥ ‖w ‖(α2)∗ . erefore, using the norm
‖ · ‖ bβ 2 c,† from (10) and the upper inequality of Lemma 12, we estimate that
P
(
|〈b,w〉| ≥ 2u‖w ‖(β )∗
)
≥ P
(
|〈b,w〉| ≥ 2u‖w ‖(
√
bβ 2 c)
∗
)
≥ P
(
|〈b,w〉| ≥ 2
3/2u√bβ2c ‖w ‖ bβ 2 c,†
)
.
(20)
Let now B1, . . . ,B bβ 2 c be a partition of [m] such that ‖w ‖ bβ 2 c,† =
∑ bβ 2 c
`=1 ‖wB` ‖2, cf. (10). en
P
(
|〈b,w〉| ≥ 2
3/2u√bβ2c ‖w ‖ bβ 2 c,†
)
≥ P
(
|〈b,w〉| ≥ 2
3/2u√bβ2c
bβ 2 c∑`
=1
‖wB` ‖2
)
≥ P
( ∑
j ∈B`
bjw j ≥ 2
3/2u√bβ2c ‖wB` ‖2 for all ` ∈ [bβ2c]
)
=
bβ 2 c∏`
=1
P
( ∑
j ∈B`
bjw j ≥ 2
3/2u√bβ2c ‖wB` ‖2),
(21)
where we used that the entries b1, . . .bm of b are independent. Combining this with (20), we
obtain
P
(
|〈b,w〉| ≥ 2u‖w ‖(β )∗
)
=
bβ 2 c∏`
=1
P
( ∑
j ∈B`
bjw j ≥ 2
3/2u√bβ2c ‖wB` ‖2) . (22)
To show the rst statement of the lemma, we choose β =
√
log( eNm )
log(eC) , where C ≥ 1, u =
1
8
√
log
( eN
m
)/√log(eC) and N ≥ Cm. By the Paley-Zygmund inequality, see, e.g., [5, Lemma
7.17], and using the symmetry of the distribution of the bj , we nd the following lower bound
for the laer probabilities,
P
( ∑
j ∈B`
bjw j ≥ 2
3/2u√bβ2c ‖wB` ‖2) = 12P( ∑j ∈B` bjw j
 ≥ 23/2u√bβ2c ‖wB` ‖2)
=
1
2P
( ∑
j ∈B`
bjw j
 ≥ √24
√
log(eN /m)
log(eC)√⌊
log(eN /m)
log(eC)
⌋ ‖wB` ‖2) ≥ 12P( ∑
j ∈B`
bjw j
 ≥ 12 ‖wB` ‖2)
≥ 12
(
1 − (1/2)2))2
‖X ‖4L4
≥ 9/16
2κ4144γ
=
9
32κ4144γ
,
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where we used that xbx c ≤ 2 for all x > 0 in the second inequality. Combining this lower bound
with (22), we obtain
P
(
|〈b,w〉| ≥ 14
√
log(eN /m)
log(eC) ‖w ‖
(
√
log(eN /m)
log(eC ) )
∗
)
≥
(
9
32κ4144γ
) b log(eN /m)log(eC ) c
≥
(
9
32κ4144γ
) log(eN /m)
log(eC )
≥ 164
√
m
N
for N ≥ Cm with C = 322e1 92 (κ4144γ )2 = 4
5+8γ
34 e κ
8
1 , which concludes the rst part of the lemma.
e second statement follows from Lemma 18 and can be considered as the special case of
the above strategy for β = 1: If β = 1 and if X fullls the super-Gaussian assumption with
parameter σ , then
P
(
|〈b,w〉| ≥ 14
√
log(eN /m)
log(eC) ‖w ‖
(1)
∗
)
= P
(
|〈b,w〉| ≥ 14
√
log(eN /m)
log(eC) ‖w ‖2
)
≥ c1
(
eN
m
)− c232σ 2 log(eC ) ≥ 64√m
N
if N ≥ Cm with C := 642c−21 e
c2
16σ 2 , where c1 and c2 are the constants from Lemma 18. 
4.3 Proof of eorem 5
Proof. By Lemma 14, to prove the rst statement of eorem 5, it suces to show (11) for the
norm ‖ · ‖ = ‖ · ‖(α ), α = √log(eN /m) with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−2m).
Consider the case that N ≥ max {Cm, log2γ−1(m)} with C = 45+8γ34 e κ81 . We use Lemma 15
for the columns a1, . . . ,aN of A, choosing the set S such that S = S ‖ · ‖
(β )
∗ and β =
√
log( eNm )√
log(eC)
,
q = log(N ) and u = 18
√
log( eNm )√
log(eC)
. en, further choosing t =
√
m, it follows that with probability
at least 1 − 2 e−2m ,
inf
w ∈S ‖·‖(β )∗
1
N
N∑
i=1
|〈ai ,w〉|q ≥
log
( eN
m
)q/2
8q
(
log(eC))q/2
(
Q
S ‖·‖
(β )
∗
(2u) − 4
u
RN (S ‖ · ‖
(β )
∗ ) −
√
m
N
)
(23)
From Lemma 19, it follows that
Q
S ‖·‖
(β )
∗
(2u) ≥ 64
√
m
N
. (24)
For the complexity term 4uRN (S ‖ · ‖
(β )
∗ ), we use Lemma 16 to see that
4
u
RN (S ‖ · ‖
(β )
∗ ) ≤ 32
√
m
N
√
log(eC)
log(eN /m) + 32 e
2γ c0κ1
√
log(m)√
N
≤ (32 + 16)
√
m
N
= 48
√
m
N
,
(25)
since N ≥ Cm and 4 e4γ c20κ21 log(m) ≤ m by assumption.
Finally, inserting (24) and (25) in (23), we obtain that with probability at least 1 − 2 e−2m ,
inf
w ∈S ‖·‖(β )∗
1
N
N∑
i=1
|〈ai ,w〉|q ≥
(
log( eNm )
)q/2
8q
(
log(eC))q/2 15
√
m
N
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or equivalently,
inf
w ∈S ‖·‖(β )∗
(
1
N
N∑
i=1
|〈ai ,w〉|q
)1/q
≥
√
log( eNm )
8
√
log(eC)
151/log(N )
(m
N
) 1
2 log(N )
≥
√
log( eNm )
8
√
e
√
log(eC)
,
since (m/N ) 12 log(N ) = exp( log(m)2 log(N ) − 12 ) > exp(−1/2), which shows the assertion relative to the
norm ‖ · ‖(β ) and constant
D = 8 e1/2
√
log(eC) = 8 e1/2
√
1 + (9 + 8γ ) log(4) + 8 log(κ1).
e assertion relative to the norm ‖ · ‖(α ) for α = √log(eN /m) follows then trivially since
‖w ‖(β ) ≤ ‖w ‖(α ), as β =
√
log( eNm )√
log(eC)
≤
√
log
( eN
m
)
= α .
Similarly, we show eorem 5(b). To this end, we apply Lemma 15 for the choice S = S ‖ · ‖2 =
{w ∈ Rm | ‖w ‖2 = 1},q = log(N ),u = 18
√
log( eNm )√
log(eC)
and t =
√
m. IfN ≥ Cm withC := 642c−21 e
c2
16σ 2 ,
where σ is the super-Gaussian parameter of X and c1, c2 are the constants from Lemma 19, it
follows from Lemma 16 and Lemma 19 that with probability at least 1 − 2 e−2m ,
inf
w ∈S ‖·‖2
1
N
N∑
i=1
|〈ai ,w〉|q ≥
log
( eN
m
)q/2
8q
(
log(eC))q/2 31
√
m
N
. (26)
As above, this implies that
inf
w ∈S ‖·‖2
(
1
N
N∑
i=1
|〈ai ,w〉|q
)1/q
≥
√
log( eNm )
8 e1/2
√
log(eC)
,
which nishes the proof of eorem 5(b) by Lemma 14, i.e., 1√
m
A fullls the `1-quotient property
with constant
D = 8 e1/2
√
log(eC) = 8 e1/2
√
1 + 2 log(64) + 2 log(c−11 ) +
c2
16σ 2
relative to ‖ · ‖2 on the event of (26). 
4.4 Proof of eorem 8
Proof. We rst note that under the assumptions of both eorem 8(a) and eorem 8(b), it fol-
lows from [11, Corollary V.3] that with probability at least 1−exp(−c1m), A fullls the `2-robust
null space property of order c˜2s∗ with s∗ = m/log(eN /m) and some constant 0 < c˜2 < 1 and
constants ρ = 0.9, τ > 0 relative to the `2-norm, i.e.,
‖xS ‖2 ≤ ρ
s1/2
‖xSc ‖1 + τ ‖Ax ‖2 (27)
for all x ∈ Rm and S ⊂ [N ] with |S | = s := c˜2s∗ and Sc = [N ] \ S if m ≥ (log(N ))2γ−1, where
c1, c˜2 and τ depend on κ1 and γ . We call the event with the laer statement ENSP.
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Now we show the statement of eorem 8(b). Conditional on the event ENSP, it follows from
[15, eorem II.22] that there exist constants C > 1, D > 0 that depend only on κ1 and γ such
that
‖x − ∆1,η(Ax +w)‖p ≤ C
s1−1/p
σs (x)1 + s1/p−1/2∗
(
Dη +C(Qs∗(A)1 + τ )max{‖w ‖2 − η, 0}
)
for all 1 ≤ p ≤ 2 and s ≤ c˜2s∗ with Qs∗(A)1 := supw ∈Rm \{0}minu ∈RN ,Au=w
√
s∗ ‖u ‖1
‖w ‖2 . By eo-
rem 5(b), it follows that there exist constants C˜ and D˜ such that if N ≥ C˜m, then with probability
at least 1 − 2 exp(−2m),
Qs∗(A)1 ≤ D˜,
and we call this event EQP-`2 . e statement of eorem 8(b) follows then since there exists a
constant c˜1 > 0 such that ENSP ∩ EQP-`2 occurs with probablity at least 1 − 3 exp(−c˜1m), and on
this event, the assertion follows with the constant E := CD˜ + τ .
To show eorem 8(a), we note that in the case ‖w ‖2 ≤ η, the statement follows from the
classical result [5, eorem 4.22] on the event ENSP, since then there exist constants C ′ > 1,
D ′ > 0 such that
‖x − ∆1,η(Ax +w)‖p ≤ C
′
s1−1/p
σs (x)1 + s1/p−1/2∗ D ′η
for s = c˜2s∗, for all 1 ≤ p ≤ 2 and all x ∈ RN . Since s 7→ σs (x)1/s1−1/p is non-increasing we may
replace s also by a smaller value s ′ < s = c˜2s∗.
Consider now the case ‖w ‖2 > η and let z ∈ RN such that ‖Az −w ‖2 ≤ η. It follows again
by [5, eorem 4.22] that on the event ENSP, for 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, there exist constants C ′ > 1, D ′ > 0
such that
‖x − ∆1,η(Ax +w)‖p =
(x + z) − ∆1,η (A(x + z) +w −Az) − zp
≤ (x + z) − ∆1,η (A(x + z) + (w −Az))p + ‖z‖p
≤ C
′
s1−1/p
σs (x + z)1 + s1/p−1/2D ′η + ‖z‖p
≤ C
′
s1−1/p
σs (x)1 + s1/p−1/2D ′η + C
′
s1−1/p
‖z‖1 + ‖z‖p
≤ C
′
s1−1/p
σs (x)1 + s1/p−1/2D ′η +C ′
[ ‖z‖1
s1−1/p
+ ‖z‖p
]
≤ C
′
s1−1/p
σs (x)1 + s1/p−1/2D ′η +Cs1/p−1/2
[ ‖z‖1
s1/2
+ s1/2−1/p ‖z‖p
]
. (28)
Moreover, if additionally N ≥ C˜m and m ≥ 4 e4γ c20κ21 log(m), where C˜ and c0 are the constants
from eorem 5(a), it follows from this theorem that with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−2m), A
fullls the `1-quotient property relative to the norm ‖ · ‖(
√
log(eN /m)) with constant D˜, and we
call the corresponding event EQP-clipped. Consider now on EQP-clipped ∩ ENSP, which occurs with
probability at least 1 − 3 exp(−c˜1m), a vector z˜ ∈ RN such that Az˜ = w and
‖z˜‖1s−1/2∗ ≤ D˜‖w ‖(
√
log(eN /m)), (29)
which exists due to the `1-quotient property relative to the norm ‖ · ‖(
√
log(eN /m)). If z ∈ RN is
chosen such that z := (1 − η/‖w ‖2)z˜, it holds that
‖Az −w ‖2 =
Az˜ −w −Az˜ η‖w ‖2 2 = η‖w ‖2 ‖−Az˜‖2 = η.
21
Choose S as an index set of s largest absolute coecients of z˜. It is known [5, Chapter 4.3] that
the `2-null space property (27) implies the `p-null space property for 1 ≤ p ≤ 2 in the form
‖z˜S ‖p ≤ ρ
s1−1/p
‖z˜Sc ‖p + τs1/p−1/2‖Az˜‖2.
Together with Stechkin’s estimate, see, e.g., [5, Proposition 2.3], this gives
‖z˜‖p ≤ ‖z˜S ‖p + ‖z˜Sc ‖p ≤ ρ
s1−1/p
‖z˜Sc ‖1 + τs1/p−1/2‖Az˜‖2 + σs (z˜)p
≤ ρ
s1−1/p
‖z˜‖1 + 1
s1−1/p
‖z˜‖1 + τs1/p−1/2‖Az˜‖2 = 1 + ρ
s1−1/p
‖z˜‖1 + τs1/p−1/2‖w ‖2
≤ 1 + ρ
s1−1/p
‖z˜‖1 + τs1/p−1/2‖w ‖(
√
log(eN /m)).
(30)
Using (28) and s = c˜2s∗ we obtain
‖x − ∆1,η(Ax +w)‖p
≤ C
′
s1−1/p
σs (x)1 + (˜c2s∗)1/p−1/2
[
D ′η +C ′
( ‖z˜‖1
(˜c2s∗)1/2
+ (˜c2s∗)1/2−1/p ‖z˜‖p
)(1 − η‖w ‖2 )]
≤ C
′
s1−1/p
σs (x)1 + (˜c2s∗)1/p−1/2
[
D ′η +C ′
( (ρ + 2)D˜
c˜1/22
+ τ
) ‖w ‖(√log(eN /m))(1 − η‖w ‖2 )]
=
C ′
s1−
1
p
σs (x)1 + s
1
p − 12
∗
[ D ′
c˜
1
p − 12
2
η +
C ′
((ρ + 2)D˜ + c˜ 1/22 τ )
c˜
1− 1p
2
‖w ‖(
√
log(eN /m))
‖w ‖2 (‖w ‖2 − η)
]
,
where we used (29) and (30) in the second inequality. Since s 7→ σs (x)1/s1−1/p is non-increasing,
again we may replace s by a smaller value s ′ < s = c˜2s∗. is concludes the proof of eorem 8(a),
as the constants can be dened as C = C ′, D = D ′˜c
1
2− 1p
2 and E = c˜
1
p −1
2 C
′ ((ρ + 2)D˜ + c˜ 1/22 τ ) . 
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